SKI &
SNOWBOARD
SERVICES
INSTALLATION | REPAIR | RE-MOUNT | TUNING
RACE SERVICES | & MORE

BINDING INSTALLATION
COMPONENT ALPINE BINDING INSTALLATION

SYSTEM ALPINE BINDING INSTALLATION/ADJUSTMENT

Service includes binding installation, release setting calculation and
implementation, and release/retention testing to manufacturer specifications.
(Requires drilling.)

Service includes binding installation, release setting calculation and
implementation, and release/retention testing to manufacturer specifications.
(Requires no drilling.)

SKU 042168 .................................................................................................................. $30
Equipment purchased elsewhere (SKU 1876131) ......................................................... $50

SKU 1612317 ................................................................................................................ $20
Equipment purchased elsewhere (SKU 1876132) ......................................................... $35

TUNING
STONEGRIND PREMIUM BASE CONDITION

HAND WAX & FINISH

Service includes base flattening and structure, edge beveling, and wax
application. Custom bevel options may be available - consult your sales
associate. Stonegrind Premium Base Conditioning improves glide and turning
properties by ensuring proper edge and base contact with snow surface. The
Shop recommends conditioning every 7 to 10 days on snow.

Hand wax application ensures maximum wax absorption and optimal glide
properties. Ask your sales associate about special wax instructions including
the application of specific wax temperature ranges.

SKU 042309 .................................................................................................................. $35

HOT WAX

NEW SKI OR SNOWBOARD PREP SERVICE

Machine wax application of all temperature glide wax. Skis or snowboards
with rusted edges require base conditioning (Tune-Up or Stonegrind) prior to
wax application. The Shop recommends waxing your skis or snowboard prior
to each use for optimum performance.

Includes base flattening, structuring, top sheet cleaning, and hot wax.
Available only with the purchase of a new pair of skis or a snowboard
from The Shop. The manufacturing and transportation process for skis
and snowboards often causes concave or convex base properties in new
equipment. A new prep service improves the initial performance of your
equipment by eliminating those base inconsistencies and ensuring proper
contact with snow surfaces.
SKU 660142 .................................................................................................................. $12

SKU 1795858 ................................................................................................................ $15

SKU 042242 .................................................................................................................. $10

BASE REPAIR
Repair to minor scrapes and gouges that exceed 2mm in depth and/or 8
inches in total length. Includes Stonegrind Premium Base Conditioning.
Note: Some damage may not be repairable.
SKU 659508 .................................................................................................................. $60

RACE SERVICES
UNLIMITED RACE WAX SERVICE

UPGRADE TO SWIX LF EACH WEEK

Hand wax application using SWIX CH waxes. Wax is scraped and brushed.
2015/2016 winter season only. TOTAL VALUE: Up to $200.
SKU 2312865 ........................................................................................................... $79.99

After purchasing either the Unlimited Race Wax Service or the Unlimited Race
Edge and Wax Tune Service, upgrade your wax before each race to SWIX LF.
Practice with CH/Race with LF.

UNLIMITED RACE EDGE AND WAX TUNE SERVICE

(Extra charge each time SWIX LP is applied. Must come to The Shop to pay.)
SKU 2312867 ............................................................................................................. $4.99

Hand wax application using SWIX CH waxes. Wax is scraped and brushed.
Hand and beveled edges and polished throughout the 2015/2016 winter
season only. TOTAL VALUE: Up to $350.
SKU 2312866 ......................................................................................................... $139.99

WORLD CUP TUNE SPECIAL
Purchase either the Unlimited Race Wax Service or the Unlimited Race Edge
and Wax Tune Service, then start the season with reconditioned ski bases.
Get our Premium World Cup Tune at a discounted price.
TOTAL VALUE: $80.
SKU 2312868 ........................................................................................................... $59.99

SEE THE SHOP FOR ADDITIONAL SERVICES AND PRICING

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
The Shop ski and snowboard tuning services are performed by industry trained and certified technicians using the latest technology and the most exacting
standards to ensure that the performance of your equipment meets your expectations! If the tuning services performed do not meet your expectations, return
the equipment to The Shop and the service will be performed again at no cost to you.
Thank you for choosing The Shop at Cannonsburg by MC Sports...we appreciate the opportunity to accommodate all of your ski and snowboard service needs.
Tuning services guarantee expires 10 days after service date. Original service receipt required for all guarantee services. Guarantee applies only to tuning and waxing services. Waxes applied by The Shop are universal
temperature waxes and, by nature, are not guaranteed to perform exceptionally in all snow conditions. Guarantee applies only to edge bevel services performed to standard manufacturer recommendations. Custom edge
bevels cannot be guaranteed. Guarantee applies only to satisfaction within the capabilities of each service (i.e. services can not be guaranteed to fix damages or enhance performances they do not normally fix or enhance).

